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Ea=
This study has two interrelated purposes. The first is t. examine the validity of a widely-

used scale of foreign language speaking ability through comparisons of scaling based on

judgments made by 'naive" judges with a priori scaling determined by 'experts" on the basis

of the established wale. The second purpose is to illustrate the application of the many-

faceted Rasch :model as a method of scaling.

Background to the Languale Scale

The Proficiency Guidelines of the American Council on the Teaching of Foreign

Languages (ACTFL)

represent a hierarchy of global characterizations of integrated performance in
spealdng, listening, reading and writing. Each description is a representative, not an
exhaustive, sample of a particular range of ability, and aich level subsumes all
previous levels, moving from simple to complex in an 'all-before-and-more' fashion.
(ACTFL, 1986)

The ACTFL Guidelines have been widely used in the field of foreign language education

in the United States since their original publication in 1982. A bibliography published in

1988 included over 400 articles in the literature focusing on the Guidelines and their

application in measurement and teaching (Stansfield & Thompson, 1988; cf. Galloway et al,

1987). The Guidelines, by providing an a priori description of developing foreign ianguage

competence, have serval as the basis for the widely-used, face-to-face tailored assessment of

foreign language speaking ability known as the Oral Proficiency Interview (OPI). The

Guidelines also form the basis for a series of tape-mediated sparking tests known as

Simulated Oral Proficiency Interviews (SOPIs) developed by the Center for Applied

Linguistics (Stanek ld, 1989). In this performance-based assessment of speaking ability, the

Guidelines guide both the development of the speaking tasks (i.e., the items) that appear on

the test and the scoring of examinee performance.

The Guidelines describe foreign language proficiency at four main levels: Novice,

Intermediate, Advanced and Superior. They also describe sublevels within the first three

main levels. Table 1 presents the entire range of 9 level descriptions from lowest to highest.

Insert Table 1 About Here
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Inherent in each description are the types of speaking tasks speakers at each level of
ability can accomplish. Thus, an Intermediate Low level speaker can "perform such tasks as
introducing self, ordering a meal, asking directions and making purchases" (ACTFL, 1986).
Superior level speakers can, for example, "discuss special fields of competence and interest

with ease" (ACTFL, 1986).

'The Validity of the Guidelines

The development of the Guidelines dates back to the 1950s within the School of
Language Studies at the Foreign Service Institute. The predecessor to the OPI, with
accompanying scale level descriptors, was developed in response to the practical need of
assessing the language performance of members of the United States diplomatic service

corps. The Guidelines have been further refined within government agencies since that time
by the coordinated efforts of an interagency committee acting under the auspices of the

Federal Interagency Language Roundtable (FILR). Beginning in the early 70s, the
Educational Testing Service (ETS) adapted the government work for use in the Peace Corps,

and in the early 80s, ACTFL adapted the government work for use in academic settings.

ACTFL disseminated the revised scale under the name of the ACTFL Guidelines (Lowe,

1988).

Despite the wide dissemination and application of the Guidelines and their demonstrated
practical utility, their validity as a description of developing competence in a second language
has been widely contested. Many have directly challenged their validity (e.g., Bachman &

Savignon, 1986; Lantolf & Frawley, 1985), while others have cited the lack of research to

validate the scale levels (Clark & Lett, 1988).

Context of the Current Studies: The Development of a Performance-based Assessment

This paper examines the validity of the ACTFL scale as a description, of developing

foreign language proficiency through two studies that compare judgements made by "naive"
judges and by "expert" judges. 'The first compares the scaling of speaking tasks on the basis
of the judgements of "naive" judges with a priori scaling of those tasks according to the
ACTFL Guidelines. The second compares the scaling of speech performances by "naive"

judges with the scaling of those performances by "experts' informed by the ACTFL

Guidelines.

Data for the studies were collected during the development of the Texas Oral Proficiency
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Test (Stansfield and Kenyon, 1991). Versions of the TOPT were develored in Spanish and
French by the Center for Applied Linguistics (CAL) under contract with the Texas Education
Agency (TEA). The TEA began using the TOPT for teacher certification purposes in
November, 1991. The test is a SOPI, consisting of fifteen spealdng tasks. The development
of these tasks (items) was guided by the descriptions contained in the ACM. Guidelines. In
addition, the scoring of the test is also based entirely on the ACTFL scale. The data for the
first study reported here was collected during a job-relevancy study conducted before the
actual writing of test items began. The data for the second study reported here comes from a

stanaard setting study coniucted after the TOPT had been field tested and revised. The link
between the TOPT development project and both these studies is the underlying ACTFL

scale.

The Use of the ManvrFaceted Rasch Model as ji Method of Scaling

Although there arc various approaches to and methods of scaling (e.g., Torgerson, 1958),

the method used here is a many-faceted Rasch approach. Rasch methodology has provided
practitioners with useful tools in the analysis of scales (e.g. Wright & Masters, 1982). The
two studies reported in this paper provide an illustsation of the information that may be

gained from applying one of the newest Rasch computer programs, FACETS (Linacre &
Wright, 1990) in a scalar analysis. FACETS was the only computer program that could
adequately analyze the three facets involved in the study, handling both scalar and

dichotomous data. Since the ACTFL scale assumes an underlying unidimensional trait of
developing second language proficiency, it appears appropriate to consider using a Rasch

modc:

It is important to clarify that the motivation of the Rasch model is measurement

construction, not data description. Accordingly, although the original data was not producel

in an effort to build a measure, the analyses and interpretations in this paper will be in terms

of measurement construction. The interpretation of support for the validity of the ACTFL

Guidelines will be presented in the context of 1) whether the analysis shows evidence for the

existence of an underlying scale that conforms to the GLidelines, and 2) whether further
measurement construction, as indicated by information provided by the Rasch analysis,

indicates development in a direction moving closer to the ACTFL scale or not.

Study 1: The Scaling of Speaking Tasks

In the Ton, examinees are asked to perform 15 speaking tasks ranging from "giving
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directions" to "supporting an opinion." Each of these tasks is a priori designated at one of
the main proficiency levels on the ACTFL scale. (Novice level tasks were not included on

the TOPT since it was assumed that teacher certification candidates would all be above that
level.) Etch item on the TOPT is designed to elicit performance at the 4CI'FL level
associated with the item's speaking task. As an example, Appendix A presents an outline of
the 15 speaking tasks on the Spanish TOFF and their levels on the ACTFL scale.

In the first phase of the test development project, a job relevancy survey was conducted

to determine the relevancy of 38 individual speaking tasks. The survey presented Catchers

with a brief description of each spealdng task and asked them to rate each on a five-point

scale in response to the following question: Is the level ofability required to pe#Ortn this

task needed by bilingual education (Spanish language/French language, changed as

appropriate) teachers in Texas public schools? A booklet sent with the survey contained the
label for each task, followd by a more complete description of it (Appendix B). Teachers
indicated their response on a machine-scoreable answer sheet. A rating of 5 indicated
"Definitely Yes," 4 meant "Probably Yes," 3 meant 'Maybe," 2 meant "Probably No," and
1 moult "Definitely No."

700 teachers from throughout the state of Texas were chosen in a geographically stratified

random sampling design to receive the survey: 400 bilingual education teachers, 200 Spanish

language teachers and 100 French language teachers. Four hundred two (402) teachers

returned the survey for a response rate of 57%. Table 2 presents a summary of the
demographic information of those returning the survey. It reveals an adequate response rate
(57%) which was consistent across all three groups of teachers. In terms of the experience
of the teachers and their sex, little difference appmrs across the three groups. In terms of
educational level taught, Table 2 reflects the fact that bilingual education is offered only in K
through 5th grade in Texas. In terms of ethnicity of respondents, there is great, though
expected, variation among the groups. TEA staff and member5 of the test advisory boards

felt that, based on the demographic data, the survey results may be seen as an accurate

reflection of each group.

Insert Table 2 About Here

For the purposes of the test development project, all speaking tasks that received a mean
rating above 3.50 were considered acceptable to appear on the TOPT. For this paper, the

complete data matrix of ratings containing three facets [teachers, group (bilingual education,
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Spanish or French), and spealdng task] was analyzed using FACETS.

Table 3 presents the a priori classification of the 38 speaking tasks into the three highest

main levels on the ACTFL scale. Within each level, tasks are listed in alphabetical order.
These classifications were made by the test developers and were based on, as primary
references, the ACTFL Guidelines (ACI'FL, 1986) and the FILR Skill Level Descriptions
(Liskin-Gasparro, 1987). As a secondary reference, Omaggio's influential text, Teaching
Janguagfil&sanwg (Omaggio, 1986), was also used to classify the tasks.

Insert Table 3 About Here

Table 4 presents the results of the scaling of the 38 speaking tasks by the FACETS
program. The reliability of the tasks measure was .99, with the scale extending about 3.50
logits. In the context of the survey, an 'easier* task would receive a higher average rating,
indicating more teachers felt that a Texas classroom teacher should have the ability to
perform this task. Thus, tasks with a higher logit value may be considered as requiring less
proficiency to perform, while tasks with a lower logit value may be considered as requiring
greater proficiency.

Insert Table 4 About Here

Table 5 presents a comparison of the ranking of the 38 spealdng tasks based on the

FACETS analysis with their ranking based on their a priori designations. If the two

rankings had completely matched (within measurement error), then the 12 tasks identified a

priori as Intermediate would have been the first 12 tasks, the 14 tasks identified a priori as
Advanced would have been the middle 14 tasks, and the 12 tasks identified a priori as

Superior would have been the last 12 tasks on the FACETS scale. The bottom line of Table
4 would haw shown 100% agreement in each category.

Insert Table 5 About Here

Table 5 presents a "best case" scenario. That is, the scaling takes measurement error
into consideration so that "Order a Meal," designated an Intermediate task but located among
the middle 14 tasks has been exchanged with "Compare and Contrast Two Objects or

5
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Places," designated an Advanced task but located among the first 12 tasks. Similarly,
°Propose and Defend a Course of Action" has been exchanged with `!..odge a Complaint."

Tables 4 and 5 indicate that while Superior tasks, in general, were scaled by the Texas

teachers as expected, Intermediate and Advanced level tasks seem to be totally intertwined.

This will be discussed further below.

One of the advantages of the Rasch model is the ability to examine fit and to incorporate
information to continually assess and improve the quality of a measure. In an analysis of the
fit of the tasks, a liberal criterion was adopted, as the purpose of the original project was not
to construct a measure. Infit and outfit mean squares with a value greater than 1.4 or lower
than 0.6 have been marked with an asterisk (*) in Table 4. In general, the tasks have scaled
very well. This lends evidence to the hypothesis that a unidimensional construct underlies
these data. Four tasks, however, have clearly misfitting infit and outfit values, and are
problematical to the scale. These are: 'Introduce Yourself,' "Talk about Family Members,"
'Order a Meal,' and `Make Purchases."

One of the facets in this analysis was group membership. Table 6 shows the results for
this facet. The calibration logit indicates that the least and the most severe groups differed
by less than 0.06 logit. This difference is not much greater than the model error (0.03) for
the most lenient group, the French teachers. Thus, group membership of the teachers did
not contribute much to the overall severity of the staling of the tasks. In terms of fit, the
outfit statistic is bordering on extreme for the French and bilingual education groups. This

may indicate that members of those groups viewed the underlying construct differently.

The las! facet was the teacher. Applying widely-used criteria of fit to the teachers
indicated much misfit. In terms of the outfit mean squared statistic, of the 380 teachers
without perfect ratings, 50% were "misfitting" when the criterion was above 1.3 or below
0.7. However, for the standardized outfit statistic (which is sensitive to sample size), only
36 teachers (8.9%) had a statistic above 2.0 or below -2.0. Of these, 75% were bilingual
education teachers and 25% were Spanish language teachers. None of the French teachers
were "misfitting" according to this criterion.

An analysis of the individual misfitting ratings is also possible. Of the 15,206 valid
individual ratings, FACETS identified 195 (1.4%) as misfitting. These ratings were
tabulated across the three facets to see if any consistent inconsistencies were present. When
misfitting indivioual ratings consistently involve certain tasks, certain teachers, or certain
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groups, individual problems may be highlighted. The three subtables in Table 7 present the
results of these tabulations.

Insert Table 7 About Here

Table 7A indicates that 28% of the teachers had one or more misfitting ratings.
However, only 9 teachers (2%) had 4 or more of their 38 ratings identified as misfitting. In
other words, among the individual teachers, there does not appear to have been a significant

cluster whose ratings were out of step with the entire group.

Table 7B shows that, on the task facet, there were consistencies in misfitting ratings.
Table 7B reflects what was previously gleaned from the infit and outfit moan square

statistics. The four tasks with the most misfitting ratings are those whose fit statistics were
inadequate by the criterion used above. Five tasks were not involved in a misfitting rating.

Table 7C indicates that, in terms of group membership, the number of misfitting ratings

ascribed to the bilingual education group is disproportional to their size in the total

population. In other words, there seems to be a tendency for the bilingual education teachers
to award a greater number of misfitting ratings than for the French or Spanish language

teachers.

Discussion of Study 1

As pointed out earlier, this discussion is in the context of test construction rather than

data analysis. However, we do want to examine whether the ordering of the tasks by the

randomly sampled Texas classroom teachers across three disciplines reflects the ordering

ba:ed on the ACTFL scale. The FACETS program has provided much information that is
useful to understanding what happened in this survey.

First, let's discuss the four misfitting speaking tasks. These are presented in Table 8.
All were a priori designated as at the Intermediate level. Upon closer examination, two of
them ("Make Purchases" and "Order a Meal") seem very different from the other 36 tasks

(see Appendix B). These two tasks seem very concrete and less linguistically dependent.

One may be able to fulfill these tasks in another country through signs and gestures without

knowing any foreign language at all. On the other hand, each could potentially involve

complications requiring much linguistic skill. Perhaps teachers had trouble picturing just
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how much ability would be involved in performing these tasks. This could account for the

misfit.

The two other tasks ("Introduce Yourselr and 'Talk About Family Members') seem to

involve a much more personal dimension that the other 36 tasks. It may also be noted that

'Introduce Yourself' was located as item number I, and very few teachers awarded it less

than a "5." In summary, these four speaking tasks, as presented in the survey, appear to be

of a slightly different nature than the majority.

Insert Table 8 About Here

However, even with discounting the four misfitting tasks, there is still an intermingling of

the Intermediate and Advanced. level tasks in the scaling. If the ACTFL scaling were valid,

why might this have happened? First, in the set of speaking tasks as presented to the

teachers, 'text form," which is one of the characteristics that distinguishes the different main

levels of the scale, appcars to have been inadequately incorporated into the task descriptions,

if at all. Briefly, Intermediate level speakers use "sentence-level* discourse. Their tasks can

be accomplished at a sentence-level. Advanced level spealcers use "paragraph-lever

discourse. To carry out tasks at the Advanced level, more elaborate and more organized

speech is required. Tasks at the Superior level require an extended level of discourse, in

which thoughts are elaborated into "paragraphs" and these are solidly well-connected and

organized to get meaning across.

This aspect of the response was not taken into account in the description of some of the

speaking tasks that were designated a priori as Intermediate but scaled by the teachers as

requiring much ability to perform. For example, 'Describe Health Problems" was

designated a priori as Intermediate. As an Intermediate level task, however, the expectation

is that one can say, at the sentence level, "I have a pain in my stomach,". but not necessarily

go into great detail. In completing this survey, teachers may well have pictured much more

complicated discourse. Similarly, the survey did not make clear that the expectation for

fulfilling other high-ranking Intermediate level tasks, such as "Talk About Your Future

Plans," "Make Arrangements for Future Activities," and "Give a Brief Personal History,"

was simple sentence-level discourse. Conversely, the Advanced level task "Express Personal

Apologies" was scaled by the teachers as rather easy. For many teachers that task can be

accomplished with a short "I'm sorry" at the sentence level. The survey did not clearly

indicate that any elaboration (required of an Advanced level designation) was involved.

8
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On the other hand, descriplion of the Superior level tasks on the survey tended to convey

the idea of complexity using words and phrases such as 'abstract," 'complex,"
"controversial," "explain in detail," and 'discuss at length."

There is evidence that a second trend was also operating among this set of teachers that
worked to place certain Advanced speaking tasks lower on the scale than expected. Three of
the four easiest ranked Advanced tasks ("Give Instructions, 'Describe Typical Routines," and
"Explain a Familiar Simple Process") are tasks that may actually occur in the classroom on a

frequent buis. Thus, when the teachers were asked whether a teacher in Texas needed the
ability to perform this task, they would have ranked these as 05", 'Definitely Yes.' This
may be particularly true for the bilingual education teachers. It is interesting that "Give

Instructions" was ranked second in the scaling. In terms of linguistic ability, it cannot really
be completed at the sentence level, since in most cases elaboration would definitely be
required.

In summary, the FACETS analysis has revealed a wealth of information for helpful in

understanding what may have been going on in this survey. The "naive" taichers did

perceive a single tnit as underlying the tasks. Where the task description matched the intent
of the Guidelines, results were as expected. In our opinion, this study does provide evidence
to support the validity of the Guidelines as a scale of speaking ability. Were such a survey
to be undertaken again and a greater effort made to better match the task descriptions to the
levels of the Guidelines, we believe that naive language teachers would even more closely

scale the speaking tasks in accordance to the Guidelines.

Study 2: The Scaling of Speakers

As part of the test development project, CAL conducted three separate standard setting

studies following the model described in Livingston (1978) and adapted by Powers and

Stansfield (1982) in order to provide additional data to assist the TEA and the Texas State

Board of Education in setting passing scores for the test. These studies required a sample of
examinee performances at known levels and a panel of judges to rate the performances as

acceptable or unacceptable.

Examinee performances were selected according to the following procedure. First, two
Texas ACTFL-certified testers for Spanish and French independently assigned a rating on

each of the 15 TOPT speaking tasks to approximately 40 examinees, The examinee tapes

had been recorded during the field testing of the TOPT. After these ratings were examined,

9
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three tasks were selected from 25-31 examinees to be indicative of various level of speech

performance between Intermediate Mid and Superior on the ACTFL scale. These were

edited onto a preliminary tape, which contained the words *This is Speaker X,' followed by

that speaker's performance on the three speaking tasks. The preliminary tapes for French

and for Spanish were each sent to five ACTFL-certified testers for indepoWent confirmatory

ratings. Only those speakers for which at least three of the five raters agreed with the

original level description were retained. The final tape for the French TOPT contained 17

speakers and for the Spanish TOPT, 22 speakers. For each speaker, the original level

established by the two Texas judges and independently confirmed by five additional judges

from the confirmation study designated the a priori ACTFL level for that speaker's

performance.

These master tapes were played to representative groups of judges selected by the TEA

from throughout the state of Texas. One group was for French language teaching, one for

Spanish language teaching, and one for bilingual education. As the judges heard each

spaker, they were asked to indicate whether or not the speaker demonstrated enough second

language ability to perform successfully in a Texas public school classroom. r. response

options were *Yes* or "No.° The mean number of positill responses across the examinees

at each different level assigned a priori was presented to the TEA to assist them in setting a

passing score for the TOPT.

For this paper, the data was analyzed using a mulri-faceted Ruch analysis to scale the

speakers from the Maaer tape. These are then compared with the a priori scalings according

to the ACTFL guidelines. The ratings of the French spealcers and the ratings of thc Spanish

speakers are considered separately.

Thirty judges made dichotomous decisions for the Spanish speakers (17 for the Spanish

study and 13 for the bilingual education study). Sixteen judges rated the French speakers.

Table 9 presents a summary of the demographic info mation on these judges.

Insert Table 9 About Here

Table 9 reveals that the greatest difference among the groups was that the bilingual

education and Spanish judges (who listened to the Spanish examinees) were much more likely

to be Hispanic than the French teachers.
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Table 10 presents the results of the scaling of the speakers on each tape by the FACETS
program. Table 10A presents the results for the French speakers. The reliability of the
French speakers' measure is .87. The scale extends almost 9 logits. The speakers perceived
to have grader ability 'have a higher logit value. Nine of the 19 speakers received perfect
scores, indicating that all judges agreed that they demonstrated enough ability to perform in a

Texas public school classroom. Although these cannot be ranked in comparison to each

other, they have been presented in the table according to the a priori ordering assigned by

the ACTFL-certified testers.

Insert Table 10 About Here

Table 10B presents the results for the Spanish speakers. Four of the 22 speakers received
perfect scores. The reliability of the measures is .93. The length of the logit scale is about
8.50 logits.

The two subtables in Table 11 are similar to Table 4. They present comparisons of the
ranking of the spakers tasks based on the FACETS analysis with their ranking based on

their a priori designations.

Insert Table 11 About Here

As with Table 4, Table 11 presents a "best case" scenario. Speakers receiving the

maximum score are ordered according to the a priori designations. Measurement error has
been taken into consideration such that, when possible, speakers have been re-ranked to be in

the a priori ordering. This has occurred with one Intermediate Mid level French speaker and
one Superior level Spanish speaker.

Table 11A indicates that, under the "best case" scenario, the French judges ranked the
speakers in the same order as the experts. There was more disagreement for the Spanish
spealcers. However, it may be noted that no Intermediate level speaker was ranked in the
Advanced level, or vice versa, and only one Superior level speaker ranked in the Advanced

level. It may be noted that ACIPL considers a misrating within a main level to be of lesser

importance than one between main levels.

In examining the fit, there were only two individual misfitting ratings for the French

11



TOFF, both involving different judges (4 and 12) and different speakers (15 and 18). In
comparing this information with Table 10, it can be seen how sensitive the main square fit
statistics were/in this situation. Speakers 15 and 18 have the highest combined infit (both
1.6) and outfit (1.3 and 2.3, respectively) statistics of the group. This extreme sensitivity
may be due to the fact that the raw data, upon closer examination, is very close to forming a
deterministic Guttman scale. When this happens, the fit statistics of the probabilistic Rasch
model show extreme sensitivity to outliers (Linacre, personal communication). This situation

is the same for Judges 4 and 12. The standardized statistic, however, indicates no problems
with fit. None of the individual judges and none of the individual speakers appear
problematic. This lends support to the argument that these judges were ranking these
speakers on a unidimensional construct of ability to speak French.

For the Spanish speakers, nine individual ratings were misfitting. Five of these were in
the bilingual group, and 4 in the Spanish group. Three of them involved Judge 6 from the
bilingual education group. The rest involved different judges. This is reflected in the fit
statistics for the judges. Judge 6 has an infit mean square fit statistic of 3.3 and outfit mean

square of 3.9. This judge also had the only standardized fit statistic above 2.

None of the spealcers were involved in more than one misfitting rating. Although Table
10 shows some rather large mean square statistics, it again appears that these are due more
to the fact that the raw data was very close to approaching a Guttman scale. None of the

standardized fit statistics reveal any problem with fit.

The group facet also showed no misfit. In terms of the severity of judgement, the
bilingual education group was slightly more severe, with a logit value of 0.25 (error of .21),

while the Spanish group's value was -0.25 (error of .18). Given the seven- logit scale and

the size of the error, there was very little actual difference in their severity. This analysis of
fit lends support to the argument that the Spanish and bilingual judges were also ranking the

Spanish speakers on a unidimensional construct of ability to speak Spanish.

Discussion of Study 2

The results for the French speakers appear to provide support for the validity of the

Guidelines, although due to perfect scores the scaling actually effected only three sublevels

rather than five. Study 2 also presents support for the main level distinctions of the
Guidelines, though there were unexpected rankings within the sublevels. These, however,

may have been due to the presence of many Hispanics, who may consider Spanish as their



native language, among the both the judges and the Spanish spakers on the tape. In making

a judgment about such spotlers, other, non-linguistic, standards may have been used by

Hispanic judges. This possibility would need to be further investigated.

Through the process by which the master tape was created in Study 2, the a priori levels

assigned to the speakers was very closely aligned with the intent of the ACTFL Guidelines,

and the comparison of the results was also closer to what was expected. This supports the

contention that if the tasks in Study 1 had more appropriately matched the descriptions of the

Guidelines, the results would have shown a closer agreement between the rankings based on

the ratings of the "naive" teachers and the a priori ACTFL scale designations.

Conclusions

An attempt was made in this paper to examine the validity of the ACTFL scale through a

comparison of the scaling of speaking tasks and speech performances by the scale and by a
Rasch analysis of judgments made by 'naive" persons. In our opinion, the results of the
multi-faceted Rasch analyses support the use of the scale in assessing developing second
language proficiency. The unifying element across these two studies and the entire test
development project was the underlying ACTFL scale. The results indicate a tendency
towards convergence of the judgements made by 'naive" judges across three different

groups, made during separate phases of the test development project, made on different

aspects of the project, and made using different methods of indicating decisions, with the

ACTFL scale. We believe the results also support the use of the ACTFL Proficiency
Guidelines to guide the development of performance-based assessments of speaking ability.
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Table 1
Level Descriptors of the ACTFL Scale

Main Level Sublevels
NOVICE Novice Low

Novice Mid
Novice High

INTERMEDIATE Intermediate Low
Intermediate Mid
Intermediate High

ADVANCED

SUPERIOR

Advanced
Advanced High

Superior

18



Table 2
TOPT Job-relevancy Survey Sample:
Summary of Demographic Information

TOTAL NUMBER OP SURVEYS SENT: 700

Bilingual Education (BE) Teachers 400
Spanish Language (SP) Teachers 200
French Language (FR) Teachers 100

TOTAL NUKBER OP VALID RETURNED SURVEYS: 402 (57%)

% of Responses
n %Ret'd Total Group

Bilingual Education
Spanish
French

LEVEL TAUGHT:

229
113
60

BE

57%
57%
60%

SP

57%
28%
11:%

FR

Elementary 96% 14% 0%
Jun High/Middle 1% 21% 14%
High School 1% 65% 86%
Other 2% 0% 0%

EXPERIENCE:
BE SP FR

4111

1-5 years 41% 37% 34%
6-10 years 28% 24% 25%
11-15 years 20% 17% 20%
16+ years 11% 22% 21%

SEX:
BE SP FR
.1M1

Male 10% 18% 12%
Female 90% 82% 88%

ETHNICITY:
BE SP FR

MD I= MID =I Mb.=

Hispanic 87% 43% 9%
White 11% 52% 89%
Black 1% 3% 2%
OtheT 1% 2% 0%



Table 3
A Priori Scaling of the 38 Speaking Tasks

Used in the TOPT Job-relevancy Survey

INTERMEDIATE TASKS

Describe a Place
Describe Health Problems
Describe Your Daily Routine
Give a Brief Personal History
Give Directions
Introduce Yourself
Make Arrangements for Future Activities
Make Purchases
Order a Meal
Talk About Family Members
Talk About Personal Activities
Talk About Your Future Plans

ADVANCED TASKS

Compare and Contrast Two Objects or Places
Correct an Unexpected Situation
Describe a Sequence of Events in the Past
Describe Expected Future Events
Describe Habitual Actions in the Past
Describe Typical Routines
Explain a Familiar Simple Process
Express Personal Apologies
Give a Brief Organized Factual Summary
Give Advice
Give Instructions
Hypothesize About a Personal Situation
Lodge a Complaint
State Advantages and Disadvanages

SUPERIOR TASKS

Change Someone's Behavior through Persuasion
Describe a Complex Object in Detail
Discuss a Professional Topic
Evaluate Issues Surrounding a Conflict
Explain a Complex Process in Detail
Explain a Complex Process of a Personal Nature
Give a Professional Talk
Hypothesize About an Impersonal Topic
Hypothesize About Probable Outcomes
Propose & Defend a Course of Action with Persuasion
State Personal Point of View (Controversial Subject)
Support Opinions



Table
Scaling of the 38 Speak.m. Tasks by the

FACETS Prograr,

Level Teske
Measure Model Infit
Weft Error wog

Outfit
WA

(1) IntrodUce Yourself 2.98 0.15 1.8* 4.6'
(A) Give Instructions 2.63 0.13 1.1 0.8
(A) Describe Typical Routines 2.04 0.10 1.2 1.0
(1) Give Directions 2.02 0.10 1.2 0.9
(A) Describe a Sequence of Events in the Past 1.09 0.09 0.9 0.7
(A) Explain a Familiar Simple Process 1.50 0.09 1.3 1.4
(I) Describe Your Daily Routine 1.68 0.09 1.3 1.3
(1) Describe a Place 1.59 0.08 1.1 0.9
(A) Express Personal Apologies 1.44 0.08 1.1 1.5'
(1) Talk About Fmmily Members 1.38 0.08 1.8* 1.6'
(A) Describe Expected Future Events 1.33 0.08 n.8 0.7
(A) Compere and Contrast Two Objects or Places 1.05 0.07 1.0 0.9
(I) Order a Meal 1.01 0.07 1.9* 2.2*
(I) Talk About Personal Activities 1.00 0.07 1.2 1.1
(I) Give a Brief Personal History 0.97 0.07 1.0 1.0
(I) Make Purchases 0.91 0.07 1.6' 2.8*
(A) Give a Irief Oremized Factual Summery 0.87 0.07 0.9 0.9
(I) Make Armaments for future Activities 0.79 0.07 0.9 0.8
(A) Give Advice 0.77 0.07 0.8 0.8
(A) State Advantages and Disadvantages 0.63 0.06 0.7 0.6
(A) Describe Habitual Actions in the Past 0.62 0.06 1.1 1.0
(1) Describe Kealth Problems 0.55 0.06 1.0 0.9
(S) Change Someone's Behavior through Persuasion 0.44 0.06 1.1 1.0
(1) Talk About Your Future Plans 0.42 0.06 1.0 0.9
(S) Support Opinions 0.39 0.06 0.7 0.6
(S) Propose I Defend a Course of Action with Persuesion 0.35 0.06 0.9 0.8
(A) LoSae a Complaint 0.28 0.06 0.6 0.6
(S) State Personal Point of View (Controversial Subject) 0.24 0.06 0.8 0.8
(A) Hypothesize About a Personsl Situstion 0.21 0.06 0.6 0.6
(A) Correct an Unexpected Situation 0.13 0.06 0.8 0.7
(S) Hypothesize About en Impersonal Topic 0.11 0.06 0.8 0.8
(S) Hypothesize About Probable Outcomes -0.02 0.06 0.8 0.8
(S) Evaluate Issues Surrounding a Conflict -0.18 0.06 0.8 0.7
(S) Discuss a Professional Topic -0.19 0.06 0.9 0.9
(S) Explain a Complex Process of a Personal Nature -0.31 0.06 0.8 0.8
(S) Explain a Complex Process in Detail -0.33 0.06 1.2 1.1
(S) Give a Professionel Talk -0.41 0.06 1.3 1.3
(S) Describe a Complex Object in Detail -0.48 0.06 1.1 1.1

Inedequste fit

Table 5
Comparing the A Priori Classifications

With the Actual Scaling
"Best Case Scenario"

A Priori
Expected
Ordering

7.-

Actual Scaling

,

,

I A S
---i

I (12) 6 6 0

A 14 6 6 2
i

S (12) o 2 10

Correct Order 10 (83%)6 (50%) 6 (43%)
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Table 6
Results of Analysis of the "Groups" Facet

Calib. Model Infit Outfit
Groups Logit Error

I MnSq MnSq

French -0.68 0.03 0.8 0.7
Spanish -0.73 0.02 0.9 1.0
Bilingual -0.74 0.01 1.1 1.3

N Groups
Calib. Model Infit Outfit
Legit Error 1 MnSq MnSq

Count: Mean: -0.72 0.02 0.9 1.0
3 S.D.: 0.03 0.00 0.1 0.2



Table 7
Tabulation of Xisfitting Ratings

fteer of Nisfitting Ratings Acmes Teachers (with the percent of all aisfitting ratings)

Teocher 0 IN 1

123 1 814.10

28 1 113.59

301 1 613.08

178 1 512.56

64 1 412.05

81 1 412.05

148 1 412.051
4. -4. -1

170 1 412.051
.4, .1

175 412.051

9 Teachers had 3 misfitting rat'ngs
26 Teachers had 2 misfitting ratings
70 Teachers had 1 misfitting rating

114 Teschers (28%, involved in misfitting ratings

S. Number Across Tasks with the percent of all sisfitting retinae

Speaking Task

(1) introduce Yourself
(1) Rake Purchases
(1) Order a Meal
(i) Talk About Family Members
(1) Describe Your Daily Routine
(A) Explain a Familiar Simplot Process
(1) Describe Typical Routines
(1) Give Directions
(A) Express Personal Apologies
(A) Give instructions
(S) Describe a Complex Object in Detail
(S) Give a Professional Talk

4. -4.

119 9.74
17 8.72
16 8.21
16 8.21
113 6.67
13 6.67
11 5.64
10 5.13
9 4.62
8 4.10
6 3.08

1 6 3.08

3 Tasks involved in 5 isfitting ratings
0 Tasks involved in 4 misfitting ratings
3 Tasks involved in 3 isfitting ratings
8 Tasks involved in 2 misfitting ratings
6 Tasks involved in 1 isfitting rating

33 Tasks (87%) involved in misfitting ratings

C. Number Across Grow Membership with the percent of sll adsfitting ratings compemsd with the Z of total
membership of the sample

Group 1111%
-I

TOTAL MEMBERSHIP

Bilingual 115981.51 57%
4-

Spanish : 31115.9' 29%
-I

French 1 Pi 2.6: 15%

23
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Table 8
Speaking Tasks

That Were °Misfitting"
As presented to the teachers

Usk Ufik
Hz.

1. Introduce Yourself

Be able to give your name and basic personal information
such as would be given at a first meeting.

6. Make Purchases

Be able to request items, discuss prices, and handle
currency in a situation involving a purchase.

9. "aft About Family_Members

Be able to give the names of the members of your family and
simple descriptive information, such as their occupations
and physical characteristics.

14. girder a Meal

Be able to ask questions about menu items, order food, and
ask for and settle a bill.
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Table 9
Summary of Demographic Information
on the TOPT Standard Setting Studies

TOTAL NUMBER OP JUDGES

POSITION:

Spanish TOPT 30 (13 BE, 17 SP)
French TOPT 16

BE SP FR
MO OM II.

Classroom Teacher 77% 18% 44%
Department Chair 0% 47% 19%

District Supervisor 8% 18% 6%
Teacher Trainer 15% 18% 31%

SZZ:

ETHNICITY:

Male
Female

BE SP

15%
85%

BE
MM. GIN. MM.

Hispanic 77%
White 23%
Black 0%

24%
76%

SP
4WD MEN

53%
47%
0%

FR

31%
69%

FR

6%
81%
13%



Table 10
Scaling of the Speaking Performances by the

Standard Setting Judges

A. Frond Speakers

Measure Nodal Infit Outfit
Speaker (Level) Logit Error Mac Std MnSq Std

Spkr8 (114P) Maximum
Spkr10 ($up) Maximum
Spkr19 (Sup)
ipkr6 (AdV Nigh)

Maximum
Maximum

Spkr13 (Adv Nigh) Maximum
Spkr14 (AdV Nigh) Maximum
Spkri (Adv) Maximum
Spicr3 (AdV) Maximum
Spkr7 (AdV) Maximum
Spkr18 (AdV) 3.18 0.84 1.6 1 2.3 1

Spkr11 (Int Nigh) 1.07 0.70 0.6 -1 0.4 0
Spkr15 (Int Mid) 0.02 0.77 1.6 1 1.3 0

Spkr16 (Int Nigh) 0.02 0.77 0.8 0 0.5 0
Spkr5 (Int Nigh) -0.64 0.85 0.5 0 0.3 0

lipkr2 (Int Mid) -3.93 1.27 2.3 1 0.7 0
Spkr4 (Int Mid) -3.93 1.27 0.2 -1 0.1 0
Spkr9 (Int Mid) -5.58 1.32 6.9 0 0.2 0
Spkr12 (Int Mid) -5.58 1.32 0.9 0 0.2 0
Spkr17 (Int Mid) -5.S8 1.32 0.9 0 0.2 0

Measure Model Infit Outfit
Nu Speakers Logit Error 1 MnSq Std MnSq Std

Count: Mean: -2.10 1.04 1.0 -0.0
19 S.D.: 3.04 0.26 0.6 1.0

S. Spanish Speakers

Measure Model Infit

0.6 0.2
0.7 0.5

Outfit
Speakers Logit Error 1 MnSq Std Mraq :td

Spkr18 (Sup) Maximum
Spkr3 (Sup) Maximum
Spkr6 (Sup) Maximum
Spkr5 (Adv Nigh) Maximum
Spkr21 (Adv) 4.22 1.05 1.0 0 0.4 0
Spkr9 (Sup) 3.43 0.77 0.8 0 0.3 0

Spkr13 (Sup) 3.43 0.77 1.3 0 2.9 1

Spicr15 (sup) 3.43 0.77 1.2 0 0.8 0

Spkr20 (Sup) 2.92 0.66 0.9 0 0.5 0
Spkr19 (Adv Nigh) 2.21 0.55 1.1 0 1.2 0
Spkr17 (Adv) 2.21 0.55 1.0 0 1.9 1

Spkr14 (Adv) 1.92 0.52 1.2 0 0.9 0
Spkr2 (Adv) 1.20 0.47 0.9 0 0.8 0

Spkr7 (Adv) 1.20 0.47 0.9 0 0.8 0

Spkr8 (Int Nigh) 0.18 0.44 1.2 0 1.0 0

Spkr16 (Int Nigh) -0.60 0.45 1.0 0 0.9 0
Spkr10 (Int Mid) -1.46 0.49 1.0 0 0.8 0

Spkr12 (Int Mid) -1.ro 0.51 1.0 0 0.7 0
Spkril (Int Nigh) -2.27 0.56 0.8 0 1.0 0

Spkr4 (Int Mid) -3.02 0.68 1.0 0 0.7 0
Spkr22 (Int Nigh) -3.48 0.81 0.6 0 0.2 0

Spkrl (Int Nigh) -4.41 1.08 1.3 0 1.1 0

Measure Model Infit
Speakers Logit Error 1 MnSq Std

Count: Mean:
22 S.D.:

0.52 0.64 1.0 0.1

2.63 0.19 0.2 0.4

Outfit
MnSq Std

0.9 0.2
0.6 0.5



Table 11
Comparing the A Priori Classifications of the Speakers

With the Actual Scaling
"Best Case Scenario"

A. French Speakers

A Priori Actual kelt

,

Expected
Ordering Int Mid Int Nigh AdV AdV Nigh %UP

Int Mid (6) 6 . 0 0 0

0 3 0 0 0

AdV (4 0 0 4 0 0

0 0 0 3 0

(3) 0 0 0 0 3

Correct Order
_

6 (100%) 3 (100%) 4 (100%) 3 (100%) 3 (100%)

S. Spanish Speakers

A Priori Actual Scling
Expected
Ordering Int Mid Int Nigh AdV Ad4 Nigh Sup

Int Mid (3) 1 2 0 0 0

Int Nigh (5) 2 3 0 0 0

Adv (5) 0 0 -. 4 1 0

Adv Nith (2) 9

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

6$ul. :7)
,

Correct Order 1 (33%) 3 (60%) 4 (80%)

--1

0 (0%) 6 (66%)
Alm
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APPENDIX A

STRUCTURE OF THE TOPT - Spanish

Task II:m Leysl

Warm-up

1 Picture 1
2 Picture 2
3 Picture 3
4 Picture 4
5 Picture 5

6 Topic 1
7 Topic 2
8 Topic 3
9 Topic 4
10 Topic 5

1 1 Situation 1
12 Situation 2
13 Situation 3
14 Situation 4
15 Situation 5

Ka

I

I
I

A
A
A

Swaim Task

Answer personal questions

Give Directions
Describe a place/activities
Narrate in present time
Narrate in past time
Narrate in future time

A Give instructions
A State advantages/disadvantages
A Give a brief factual summary
S Support an opinion
S Hypothesize on an impersonal topic

A Speak with tact
S Speak to persuade someone
S Propose and defend a course of action
S Give a professional talk
A Give advice

Wind down I

A = Advanced
1 = Intermediate
S = Superior



APPENDIX

Texas Oral Proficiency Test (TOPT)
Raingual Education Teachers

.10B-RELATEDNES SURVEY

REIVRN BY MAY 4, POO

INTRODUCTION

The Texas Education Agency is developing a test of oral proficiency in Spanish which
will be required of individuals seeking a cercate cc an endorsement for bilingual
education. Tne Tams Oral Proficiency Test in Spanish (rOPT-Spanish) will be a tape.
mediated test. From a master tape and via a tett booklet, examinees will be presented
with approximately twenty speaking tasks. These tasks will allow them to demonstrate
their abity to speak Spanish Successful performance of these Mks requires various
levels of Spanish speaking ability, some are fairly easy to perform, while others are
considerably more challenging. The examinees' responses will be recorded on =mince
response tapts. After examinees complete the test, thek performance, as recorded on
the tapes, will be scored by trained raters.

This survey presents you MO 38 speaking tasks, such as may appear on the TOPT-
Spanish. For each task, you are to indicate whether, in your profeuional opinion,
bilingual education teachers need to have the ABILITY to carry out this task in order
to perform successfully in bilingual education classrooms in the state of Texas. Note
that the question is not whether bilingual education teachers need to carry out the task
in the classroom, but whether bilingual education teachers need the level of ability
necessary to carry out the task.

You are one of a sample of Texas bilingual education teachers selected to receive this
survey. The results will assist the TEA in determining the level of speaking skills in
Spanish needed by bilingual education teachers in Texas. Your responses are
important and your assistance to the TEA is appreciated.

DIRECTIONS

Your survey packet contains: this survey booklet, a blue and white machine.readable
survey response sheet, and a stamped, pre-addressed return envelope. Note that data
for this survey are being collected with machine-readable response sheets Please do
not fold the survey response sheets.

There are five steps to completing this survey. Follow all directions carefully and use a
So. 2 pencil It is estimated that this survey will require IS to 20 minutes to complete.

:3 0
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STEP 1 W NUMBER

Please write your sodal security number ai the bates in the area entitled ID
NUMBER on the top kfthand coma of the mschine-readable sum" response
sheet. Then ell in the circle corresponding to the number is each bac NOTE
Your social security number will only be wed for data massing pwposes and
will not be wed to identify any individual respondent to this survey.

EXAMPLE
This is what your reponse skeet mould kook Me ( your axial
123454789:

E) SWAMI! F4

030=0
.0 0 0 (3 0 () 0 0 000000000
0000000 .) 0
0000000 t) 0800000000000000000
1300000000000000000000000000
$000000CD

nriormanr

-00000()07
:000 000VD0 000000000
0 00000000000000°moo(name

00002,6)

MEP 2 DEMOGRAPHIC INFORMATION

number were

For demographic purposes, please answer each lettered question presented on
the nen page in the box labeled DEMOGRAPHIC INFORMATION. Wnte
your answer in the area entitled SPECIAL CODES on the top left-hand corner
of the response sheet For each lettered question (A through 0), mite the
number of you: answer in the block on the answer sheet Then SI in the circle
corresponding to tbe number of your amber.

EXAMPLE
This is **at )ow response sheet would look like bou wen, an eienwyuaty school
teacher (Question A) 144ith a cettificate ii bagual adiacaiioet (Question 13) and
benveen 3 and 5 years tapaience (Quegian C) etc.:

Pf(IAL IL OM '

reinnamm
Fowl= MIMI!,0 0000
0000000000000
Ci)00000 00000000000000000000000000000000000000000

0
0

0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o

0 0
00CDOOOM
0 0000.0
0 000000
0 000000
0 00000CD
4) ea;400049
0 ®06:40)0QD

0 0 0 0 0 0

2
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DEMOGRAPHIC INFORMA11ON

A. What is roar arrest level of asolgameot?

(0) Elementary (2) High School
(1) Junior High or Middle School (3) Other

B. Do you bold a certificate or sodorsemeat is bilingual education?

(0) Yes
(1) No

C. How many years of bilingual educatioo teaching experience do you have?

(0) 1-2 years (3) 11-15 years
(1) 3.5 years (4) 1649 years
(2) 6-10 years (5) 20 or more years

D. What levels or bilingual classes
three years? (select oily one)

(0) Earty aildhood
(1) Grades 1-3
(2) Grades 4-6

have you taught during the past

E. What is the highest degree that you bold?

(0) No degree
(1) Bachelor's

F. What is your ethnic group?

(0) Hispanw
(1) Black

G. What is your sex?

(0) Male

(2) Master's
(3) Doctorate

(2) White
(3) Other

(1) Female

3
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REP 3 RESPONSES TO SPEAKING TASKS

Listed on the survey response sheet is a series of speaking tasks requiring
various degrees of language ability to petfonn. FOf each task indicate whether,
in your profeuional opinion, bilingual education teachers need to bave the
language abWty necessary to carry out the task in order to perform successfully
in a bilingual clauroom. In other words, for each task, ask yourself:

Is the level ar ability
required to perform this task

needed by bilingual education teachers
in Texas public schcols?

Important: The question is NOT "Do bilingual teachers need to carry out this
task in the classroom?" Rather, the question is "Do bilingual education teachers
need to have the Swish language ability to carry out this task?"

FW in the letter that represents your response to this question in the
appropriate column on the response sheet. The columns are as follows:

A = Definitely Yes
B = Probably Yes
c = Maybe
D = Probably No
E = Definitely No

Following the examples belov are detailed descriptions of the speaking tasks.
Be sure to read them before mabng your response.

EXAMPLES
Here are two atornple tasks with responses compkted for )ou.-

Example A

Extend an Invitation

Be able to polite) Lrmte someone to your home for a part or other social
function.

If in our opinion, bilingual education teachers shot& def;witly hate the fryfil .1 ob;1;ty
required to perform tho speakvig task (independent of whether the) would nee d o do the
ta.sl; in the classroom). then you would darken circle 'A" in the first column of the
response sheet

4
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Example B

Be able to negotiate a rental agreemem with a landlord, ask questions about
what is included in the rem, and ask for dariacation of the rental agreement.

If in )our opinion, bilingual educatiem teachers should pridwill haw she &ma .1 bility
required: o perform this *taking :ask (bndepende nt of whether they so& nee to do the
task in the classroom), then you would darken eirde RIT in the sewnd atm of she
response sheet.

If you made the above two responses to the aampk tasks, )our survey nrsportse sheer
would look like this:

1
Defialtely No I al

Probably No

1

!

Maybe c ---.
GENERAL PURPOSE DATA SHEET II

forrn no 70921 Probably Tea 0 I i

.

i

IArsil..set to:.11.1..c.,5,10, bp
I

Definitely Tee
.

--1 :

.

I

en A. imtend an Invitation
en B. Negotiate Renting Temporary Living Quarters,

1--
I e

Now please make your response for each of the 38 spealcing tasks listed on the
following pages on the appropriate line of the survey response sheet.
Remember to ask yourself, for each task:

Is the level et ability
requiral to perform this task

needed by bilingual education teachers
in Toas public schools?

5
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SPEAKING TASKS

I. Inzadia Amid

Be able to give your name and basic personal information such as wvuld be
pen at a first nseetien.

2. FalitnAhrajaUmgjaizga

Be able to explain how to acconplish everyday processes such as writing a
check, borrowing a book from the library, or tabng attendance in the classroom.

3. Descnbe a Sequence of Events in the Past

Be able to use and sequence language indicating past time in order to narrate
an event or incident which occurred recently.

4. Propose and Defend a Course of Action with Persuasion

In light of at least two possibk choices of action, be able to propose and defend
a course of action in such a way as to persuade others to accept your choice.

5. Describe Typical Routinek

Be able to use and sequence langruage indicating present or habitual time in
order to narrate recurring events or routines, everyday activities, etc.

6. Make Purchases

Be abk to request item discuss prices, and handle currency in a situation
involving a purchase.

7. Talk About Personal Activities

Be able to talk about your leisure activities, favorite pastimes, and prefened
hobbies.

8. Hypothesize About an Impersonal Topic

Be able to discuss vanous possibilities ('*hat if situafions) surrounding an
abstract impersonal topic.

(FOR SURVEY PURPOSES ONLY)

6
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9. TalkAtraluabidsmirm

Be able to give the names of the members of your family and simple descriptive
information, such as their ompations and physical characteristics.

10.

Be able to summarize in an "oral repon" fashion factual information about
topics of a personal or professional nature.

11. State Your Personal Point of View on a Controversial Subject

Be able to state what you believe on a controversial subject and why you hold
those beliefs.

12. Describe Expected Future Eventk

Be able to use and sequence language indicating future dme in order to narrate
expected occurrences of a personal nature, such as a planned trip or activity.

13. Explain a Complex P/ocess in Detail

Be able to explain in detail a non-routine process of an impersonal nature, such
as how to carry out a scientific investigation or how to write a term paper.

14. Order a Meal

Be able to ask questions about menu items, order foods and ask fot and settle a
bill.

15. &press Personal Apologies

Be able to apologize clearty and appropriately to an offended party.

16. Grve Athice

Be able to trve advice to someone faced with making a decision between two Or
more choices, giving supporting reasons for the advice given.

17. Hypothesize About a Personal Situation

Bc able to say what you would do in a hypothetical situation.

(FOR SURVEY PURPOSES ONLY)
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18. ggicaLXQuiablaggliDs

Be able to narrate your typical daily activities.

19. Qinlaszustans

Be able to give instructions and explain the steps involved in carrying out an
activity.

20. Give a Brief Personal Histgly

Be able to talk about your personal background.

21. State Advantars apd Disadvanta2es

Be able to state the advantages and disadvantages of a situation (such as living
in a big city), a decision (such as going to college), or an object that has
affected society (such as the computer).

22. 5.1=82/3-271111Q111

Be able to state, support and defend a personally-held opinion or belief about
an issue.

23. aracra2LHealth Problem

Be able to describe health problems or condifions.

24. Discugs a Professional Topic

Be able to discuss at length and in detail a topic of professional interest.

lc. Describe a Complex Object in Detail

Be able to describe a complex object such as a car or bicycle in detail and with
precise vocabulary.

26 Lodge a Complaint

Be able to lodge a complaint. grving the reasons for and details beund the
complaint.

[FOR SURVEY PURPOSES ONLY]
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27. Talk About Your Future_Plam

Be able to state and describe your personal or professional plans, goals and
ambitions.

28. fiksjamienignalialls

Be able to present a talk on a topic of professional interest.

29. httaktlic..trasatior.lidult2gaitfin

Be able to inquire about and to make arrangements for future activities, and to
set the date, time and place.

30. Evaluate Issues Surrounding a Conflict

Be able to present arguments on both sides of a familiar issue or topic and
evaluate their relative merits.

31 Give Directions

Be able to give directions on how to get from one place to another.

32. Describe a Place

Be able to describe in detail a particular place. such as a school, a store. or a
park.

33. gxplain a Complex Process of a Personal Nature

Be able to describe and explain in detail a non-routine process such as how to
get a job, or how. to apply to college.

34. Hypothesize AbDut Probable Outcomes

Be able to discuss what could happen if something unexpected occurs.

35. Correct an Unexpected Situation

Be able to handle an unexpected outcome. such as receiving fault) merchandise.

(FOR SL11VEN PURPOSES ONLY]
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36. Change , .

Be able to persuade someone to do something he or she is not inclined to do, or
to cease doing something which is annoying to you.

37. Describe Habitual Actions injhe Past

Be able to describe people, places or things in the past, such as the work
schedule you used to have or leisure activities you used to do.

38. Compare and Contrast Two_Otiects or PjAce$

Be able to compare and contrast two objects, places, or customs.

STEP 4 ADDMONAL COMMENTS

Please use the space provided in the three WRITE-IN AREAS 0 n the back of
the survey response sheet for any additional comments you wiP,- to make
regarding the oral language functions to be included on the TOPT-Spanish.

STEP 5 RETURNING THE SURVEY

Unfold the enclosed pre.addressed, stamped envelope. Insen the blue and whIte
machine-readable survey response sheet into the envelope, being careful not to
fold it. Return the machine.readable survey mponse sheet oh as soon as

possible, but postmarked no later than MAY 4, 1,90, to:

Mr. Dorry Kenyon
Center for Applied Linguistics
1118 22nd Street, NW
Washington, DC 20037

Thank you for your participstion in this surve).

RETURN BY MAY 4, 1990
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